ISO 4217 AMENDMENT NUMBER 134

The following changes are made to 'Table A.1 - Currency and funds code list', 'Table A.3 - Codes for historic denominations of currencies and funds' of ISO 4217:2001.

1. Remove entry from Table A1 for SERBIA & MONTENEGRO (joint entry)
   Serbia & Montenegro
   Serbian Dinar        CSD   891 minor unit 2
   Euro                EUR   978 minor unit 2

2. Add entry to Table A1 for SERBIA (effective 2006-10-25)
   Serbian Dinar        RSD   941 minor unit 2

3. Add entry to Table A1 for MONTENEGRO “country code ME” (between Mongolia and Montserrat)
   Euro                EUR   978 minor unit 2

4. Remove entry from Table A1 (bottom of page 7, Table A1)
   * Dinar is used in Serbia. Euro is used in Montenegro

5. Remove entry from Table A1 (page 9, Table A1)
   Entity not applicable
   Gold-Franc          XFO   Nil N/A

6. Add a new entry in Table A.3 for SERBIA & MONTENEGRO (joint entry)
   Serbia & Montenegro
   Serbian Dinar        CSD   891 minor unit 2
   Euro                EUR   978 minor unit 2

7. Add a new entry in Table A3
   Entity not applicable
   Gold-Franc          XFO   Nil 2006-10

Regards

ISO 4217 MA Secretariat